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Prepare 
1. Do you know about the project and how it affects your department and/or website? Do you know 

your web manager? Visit the project website and familiarize yourself with the basics. 
2. Get reacquainted with your website. When was the last time your content, photography and 

navigation was overhauled? Do you use forms to collect information? This is the time to completely 
rethink and clean-up your website.  

3. Perform housekeeping on a page by page basis. Review each page on your site and archive/delete 
all pages that are not essential. Pay special attention to all web pages marked as inactive as they will 
NOT be migrated to the new system. Only active pages will be migrated. 

 

Gather  
4. Contact your web manager we’ll share the latest on your migration dates. 
5. Organize and convene a meeting within your department to discuss the web migration project and 

make a list of the questions you’d like us to answer. 
6. Make a list of everyone who will require access to your website. Request access.  
7. Make a list of all of your area’s social media, videos and/or any other websites in which you are 

affiliated. The new CMS connects with external platforms and it is essential that you make us aware. 
Register them.  

8. Make a list of all of your vanity web addresses. For example:  www.lmu.edu/maps. You should 
have vanities for your home page and/or any other pages you reference frequently in publications 
or with clients. Only vanities will have stable web addresses from the old system to the new system. 
This is a good time to request additional vanities as appropriate. 
  
Submit all lists to us at www.lmu.edu/migrateme.  

 

Train 
9. Register and attend a training session scheduled for 1-3 weeks prior to your migration date. Visit 

www.lmu.edu/webtraining. Ensure your colleagues attend training as well. Please note: we will not 
provide access to the new system until you attend training. 

10. Register and attend a post-migration session 1-3 weeks after your migration date. This consists of 
coming to a computer lab and visiting with a web manager to answer lingering questions and/or to 
help you troubleshoot issues with your new website. Training won’t be provided but we will answer 
questions. Think of it as your follow-up doctor’s appointment. 
 
Congratulations, you are ready for your web migration. Please proceed to the Go-Live Checklist. 
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